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At the 2016 Concordia Summit, Concordia launched its Campaign for a Sustainable Global Food Supply. The Campaign, conducted 
in partnership with the Arnall Family Foundation, reflects Concordia’s belief that a humane and sustainable global food supply is a 
challenge of utmost importance for today and tomorrow, and that public-private partnerships (P3s) can provide a pathway to a 
meaningful solution. The Campaign aims to elevate the issue of animal welfare as it explores policy, innovation, and global efforts in the 
food sustainability space into the next several years.

PLENARY: SUSTAINABLE TRENDS IN THE 
GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY  

SPEAKERS: 
Gene Baur, President & Co-Founder, Farm Sanctuary

Emmanuel Faber, CEO, Danone

David W. MacLennan, Chairman & CEO, Cargill 

Highlighting the launch of Concordia’s Campaign on a Sustainable 
Global Food Supply, Gene Baur, Co-Founder and President of 
Farm Sanctuary, moderated a discussion between Emmanuel 
Faber and David MacLennan, CEOs of Danone and Cargill, 
respectively. Multinational food-product corporations are being 
pushed by tremendous shifts in consumer expectations to provide 
more humane and sustainable food options. Danone has pledged 
to increase transparency in its sourcing, and Cargill has made 
the strategic shift to also include sourcing alternative proteins. 
According to both company leaders, public-private partnerships 
play a pivotal role in helping food producers transition to more 
sustainable practices.

STRATEGIC DIALOGUE: HUMANE AND 
SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL FOOD SUPPLY

PROGRAMMING PARTNER: Arnall Family Foundation
CHAIR:

Sue Ann Arnall, President, Arnall Family Foundation

ASSEMBLY CHAIR:
Hanne Dalmut, Director of Social Impact, Concordia

Ensuring a humane and sustainable global food supply presents 
a challenge and opportunity to the international community. This 
strategic dialogue convened 30+ experts in the food supply space, 
from the private, public, and civil society sectors. Farmers, food 
manufacturers, celebrity chefs, and animal rights activists all came 
to the table to share their views on what it would take to achieve 
food sustainability.

ETHICAL AND HUMANE FOOD SUPPLY
Conversation Leads: Steve McIvor, CEO, World Animal Protection; Wayne 
Pacelle, CEO, Humane Society of the United States; Alisa Gravitz, CEO, 
Green America

70 billion animals are farmed annually for global food consumption 
and the majority of meat eaters – some national studies reporting 
up to 95% – are interested in animal welfare. This is impacting 
purchasing and consumption patterns, and driving a market for 
animal welfare certifications. This session discussed the business 
case for animal welfare in food production. 
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STRATEGIC DIALOGUE: 
HUMANE AND SUSTAINABLE GLOBAL 
FOOD SUPPLY (CONTINUED)

According to a recent Nielson study, consumers are beginning to 
demand increased consideration and transparency of animal 
welfare conditions. However, the conversation noted that there 
remains a gap between ideals and attitude, and behavior. This is 
partially a function on consumer awareness and limited access to 
unbiased and accurate information around certification standards. 
Adding to this business case was a discussion on the inefficiencies 
associated with meat production, to include water and feed 
required for livestock. To strengthen the argument for ethically 
sourced food, the increased profitability of cage free eggs and the 
fallout of California’s Proposition Two were cited. To date, neither 
movement has caused the economic backlash expected, but has 
had important impact on how food is produced and consumed in 
America.

GMOS, SUSTAINABLE FARMING, AND FEEDING THE FUTURE
Leads: Willy Foote, Founder and CEO, Root Capital; Jesus Madrazo, Vice 
President of Global Corporate Engagement, Monsanto; Walker Morris, 
CEO, Clinton Development Initiative

The United Nations projects the global population to reach 8.5 
billion in 2030. The community is divided around whether that 
means more food must be produced, or whether it’s more a 
matter of producing better and more accessible food around the 
world. For many in the strategic dialogue, the sustainability space 
would benefit from increasing the productivity of global farmers 
while also developing improved frameworks for distributing food 
and ensuring market access, particularly for smallholder farmers 
seeking capital access. Sustainable farming techniques also offer 
new solutions to food supply concerns, but have not been globally 
adopted. There is a space for collaboration between farmers and 
organizations working to promote environmentally conscious 
practices. Today’s inefficiencies can be overcome, but there 
remain questions around investment and the appropriate role 

for each sector. The movement towards organics and plant based 
alternatives, already recognized by many dairy industry leaders, 
added an additional layer to the discussion. Recognizing the 
challenges and timeframes associated with increasing supplier 
capacity and adding new business lines, what can industries do 
today to prepare for the consumer demands of tomorrow? 

THE BIGGEST THING SINCE SLICED BREAD: TRENDS AND 
TECHNOLOGY

Conversation Leads: Joyjit Deb Roy, Vice President, Winrock 
International; Bruce Friedrich, Executive Director, Good Food Institute; 
Shen Tong, Founder, Food Future Inc.

Demands on our food and agricultural systems will continue to 
increase as populations grow, income levels change, climate 
disruptions are more frequent, and resource bases – like water 
and soil health – change or decline. This agenda point looked at 
new investments, production approaches, business models, and 
technologies that are beginning to revolutionize the global food 
and farming sectors. For example, using the fast-value creation 
models pioneered by Silicon Valley, business accelerators are 
funding innovative food production processes that disrupt 
conventional methods, while carbon sequestration (or even 
regeneration) incentive schemes offer a possible avenue to pay 
small scale farmers for adopting sustainable techniques.

NEXT STEPS FOR THE CAMPAIGN

Concordia Campaigns seek to raise awareness, generate research, 
and build partnerships. Each Campaign is characterized by a 
graduate-level fellowship and a multi-sector partnership. Over 
the next year Concordia will be recruiting for both. The 2016 
Concordia Summit identified several areas where the Campaign 
for a Sustainable Global Food Supply could provide real value and 
achieve social impact:

RAISE AWARENESS:
• Produce and circulate topic-related thought pieces to fuel 

conversation

GENERATE RESEARCH:
• Develop fellowship framework for Campaign

• Assess and evaluate consumer awareness tools

• Identify and articulate role of different sectors across themes 
of production, post-harvest, access, and distribution

BUILD PARTNERSHIPS:
• Establish Campaign advisory body to help shape Campaign 

goals and identify areas of P3 value add

• Map partnership landscape across sectors and geographies


